
 

 

School Council Meeting 
Monday, 12.03.2018, School Library 6:30 to 8:10pm 

── 

Attendees  
Peter Berndt, Principal LPS  
Aidin Taeb, Parent 
Ana Milojevic, Parent 
Alaa Kabbani, Parent, Co-chair 
Shunde Yin, Parent 
Tanja Fischmeister, Parent 
Karen Radcliff, Treasurer 
Sharni Holdom, Parent 
Joanne Parrow, Parent 
Neil MacGregor, Parent 
Jill Tausky, Parent 
Robyn Plunkett, Secretary 
Ryan Barnett-Cowan, Co-chair 
Leonardo Santos, Parent 
Margaret Lucas, Parent 
Jen Cooper, Teacher Representative 
Dave Sargent, LPS Teacher & Guest speaker on Number Talks 

Areas of Discussion 

Fundraising Update 
1. Two fall fundraisers were successfully completed, Vesey’s Bulbs and Farm Food 

Baskets. There was some leftover produce that we were able to donate to the 
foodbank. 

2. The move-a-thon will be our third major fundraiser, which will occur February 27. 
We are looking for volunteers to help with the day. 

3. A parent is holding a holiday photo shoot for school families. The sign-up has gone 
very well. There is only one spot remaining. We are looking for volunteers to help 
with this event. 
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Co-chair update 

Alaa is collecting a list of emails to use when volunteer opportunities arise. She is 
facilitating a PTA sign-up for our school. 

Principal’s update 
Boundary Study  

1. LPS estimates a decreased enrolment 50 students a year. Our current enrolment is 
571 including 100 grade 8s; we are taking in 30 to 40 new kindergarten students per 
year.  Abe erb, which goes from JK to 6 is currently sending their grade 6s to Vista 
Hills, which in over capacity. There is a boundary study meeting to to examine LPS 
as a possible middle-school for Abe Erb 7 and 8s. This would likely include the 
addition of two portables and would come with several staffing benefits including 
teachers would be more likely to teach their specialties. Abe Erb currently has 
approximately 100 grade 6s, and 50 to 60 students in each of grade 4 and 5. This 
would bring our enrolment up to 640. We are also aware that 3 to 5 14 story 
apartment buildings will be built within the LPS boundary on Columbia.. These are 
confirmed to be apartments, not condos.  

Staff Update 
1.We have very low absenteeism. Board-wide, there is a supply teacher 
shortage/crisis. We have had 3 fail to fills so far this year; other schools are facing 
daily fail to fills. As a result, the board has cancelled all teacher PD on Monday and 
Fridays.  

2. The WLU student teachers are doing very well. Here every Tuesday and 
Wednesday throughout the year and are currently doing a full-time placement. They 
are participating in many extracurricular activities. 

Middle years development school survey 
Our students in Grade 4 through 8 completed this survey last spring. It looks at 
several elements of student development including: Physical health and wellbeing, 
Connectedness, Use of after school time, and school experiences. A small working 
group will be set up to review the findings in greater details and identify ways that 
we can promote healthy development for our students. Parents are welcome to 
speak to Peter if they are interested in joining this working group. 

Treasurer’s Report 
We have earned 2800$ in fundraising thus far (one expense, however, still remains 
to be paid). The budget highlights include: 1000$ for presentations, 1500$ for a 
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water bottle filling station which is currently being installed, 2000$ for buddy 
benches, and 1000$ for parent engagement. 

Teacher updates from Jen Cooper 
1. We are having a very successful week of giving thus far. A small group of 

students and Mrs. Sweeney went on air at 570 news to talk about our week 
of giving. 

2. Several classes are benefitting from the Focus on Nature photography 
program. 

3. The global cultures group is running fuzzy Fridays. 314$ was raised on the 
first Friday and the money will go to different organizations depending on 
their need. There are 2 more fuzzy Fridays in December. 

4. Mme Fredette’s class is writing their own script in French this year. 
5. Ms Gores class has a penpal class in Poland. The Polish teacher is a actually a 

former LPS alum. 
6. The kindies are busy getting ready for the kindie concert. 

Math Focus - Dave Sargent 
Mr. Sargent spoke about our Math Focus at LPS. Two years ago, a parent night was 
held to address stress and anxiety that students may feel around math. Our math 
model includes: learning thru problem solving, purposeful practice, and building 
fluency from conceptual understanding. Mr. Sargent worked us through a few 
examples of problems and strategies that students in all grades are using. There are 
also math problems in the hallway to facilitate learning inside and outside of the 
classroom. Some of the activities or methods that are being used at LPS include: 
number talks, multiple strategies, flexible learning, taking risks, and seeing 
alternative solutions.  

 

Upcoming dates 
● December 10, parent-engagement event (morning coffee house) 

Upcoming Meetings  
LPS Parent Council: February 4, 2018, 6:30pm, School library 

WRAPSC meeting dates for the 2018-19 school year held at Forest Heights Collegiate 
Institute are: 

https://fhc.wrdsb.ca/
https://fhc.wrdsb.ca/
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● January 8, 2019 
● February 5, 2019 
● April 9, 2019 
● May 7, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 






